
Hand tools with longer handles 
are useful for light digging and 
cultivating the soil. They are 
particularly recommended if you 
garden sitting down or can’t 
bend easily.

Easi-Grip® Long Reach Tools
For gardeners working from a seated position we offer 
four long reach tools, cultivator, fork, hoe and trowel, 
so that you can still reach ground level. 
Alternatively you may find it 
comfortable to use these from 
a standing position.

Although these tools still have all 
the benefits of our ergonomic 
handle we recommend that they 
are used with our arm support 
cuff for optimum control and 
minimum strain on the wrist.
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RECOMMENDED FOR

Weak GripDifficulty Bending Poor Hand Control

FEATURE BENEFITS

Angled handle
Keeps the hand and wrist in a natural angle 
with prevents causing discomfort of the wrist

Non-slip grip
Tool does not require such a firm grip and is 
less likely to twist in wet or damp conditions

Extended shank
Allows a longer reach so wheelchair 
gardeners or those with bending difficulties 
can reach ground level

Stainless steel tool
Tool glides smoothly through soil even when 
wet and stops the tool becoming heavy with 
the weight of any adhered earth

Option to add arm 
support cuff

Versatility to allow tool to be used as it is 
or with extra assistance. Suitable for use in 
groups of gardeners with different needs or 
can be adapted if user’s strength deteriorates
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Long Reach Hoe | PLR-H
Long Reach Cultivator | PLR-C
Long Reach Trowel | PLR-T
Long Reach Fork | PLR-F
Arm Support Cuff | PGT-AS
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Easi-Grip® is registered to Peta (UK) Ltd and it is an offence to market or sell any third party products using this name


